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ATTACK OF THE
HUMANS

INTRO - HOW WE GOT HERE

Various flashes to different locations over run by zombies

ZOMBIE NARRATOR
It was a dark time for the living..

Montage: Panicked crowds running. Laboratory scenes. News 
reports of zombie outbreak.

ZOMBIE NARRATOR 
But not too bad for us zombies..

Montage: Smoldering buildings, wrecked cars. Bodies strewn 
about and zombies walking around randomly.

ZOMBIE NARRATOR 
..and it's pretty hard to have 
humans as your enemies forever..

More zombies walking around randomly

ZOMBIE NARRATOR 
..I mean, they're going to join us 
eventually, right?

More zombies walking around randomly

SCENE 1 - THERE GOES THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Subtext: 10 years later..

 EXT Suberban Neighborhood

Zombies randomly walking around

Some performing basic tasks

Standing behind a lawn mower

Standing near overgrown hedges loosely holding hedge trimmers

Standing in front of a car with the hood open while loosely 
holding tools

Moving truck pulls around the corner and navigates carefully 
around debris



2.

Zombies turn to monitor the truck as it drives through the 
neighborhood

Backs into driveway of a house with a For Sale sign out front

Kids, dog, and 2 adults hop out and begin to unload the 
contents of the truck into the house

Kids start making noise as they run inside the house

Zombies turn to look around at each other.. Emotionless, as 
they are zombies and their faces are emotionless

SCENE 2 - NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH

 EXT House Night - Sign near front of house reads 
"Neighborhood Watch - 7PM"

 INT House - Living Room

Several zombies from external shot including new zombies 
sitting staring at each other

ZOMBIE #1
What are we going to do? Our 
Neighborhood is going to hell!

ZOMBIE #2
Look everyone, we're not savages! 
We need to look at this in a 
civilized manner.

ZOMBIE #3
OK people.. We're Zombies, 
remember? We need to come up with a 
way to get rid of these humans 
peacefully. Not just act like a 
bunch of wild zombies and..

ZOMBIE #1
Come on, now! We're zombies.. 
They're fresh meat.. It should not 
be that hard for us to figure out 
how to get rid of them.

ZOMBIE #2
It's been ages since any of us have 
even seen The Living. Where would 
we even start? The arm? The neck?

ZOMBIE #3
Look, we're not going to just eat 
them.
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We've gone a long way in 5 years. 
Killing humans is just too messy!

HUMAN #1
(looking in amazement at 
the zombies)

....

ZOMBIE #2
(noticing the human)

Not that there's anything wrong 
with.. the mess that humans.. 
make..

ZOMBIE #1
(looks a human)

....

ZOMBIE #3
(looks as well)

...

HUMAN #1
I brought some cookies

SCENE 3 - MEAT MARKET

 EXT Front of meat market

Zombies wandering about.. Some going into the store.

 INT Meat Market

Zombies in front of and behind the counter. Normal selection 
of cuts, but also a section with severed arms & legs. Also, 2 
humans can be seen hanging from meat hooks.. groggy and 
groaning.

ZOMBIE BUTCHER
(pushes button)

B21! B21!
(pushes button)

B22! B22!
(pushes button)

B23! Come on guys, someone's got to 
be B23!

HUMAN #2
B23!

(walks up with B23 ticket)
I'll take 4 severed legs and 3 
pounds of ground round
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ZOMBIE BUTCHER
(wrapping up order and 
placing on the counter)

OK. $23 please.
(takes money, turns away)

Cannibals.. How sick..

HUMAN #2
Excuse me?

ZOMBIE BUTCHER
(clears throat)

Uh, have a nice day sir!

All zombies look around at each other

SCENE 4 - CHECK PLEASE!

 EXT Front of restaurant

Zombies wandering about.. Some going in

 INT restaurant

Zombies sitting in several locations. Zombie waiter comes up 
to a table where 2 zombies are seated holding menus.

ZOMBIE WAITER
May I take your order please?

ZOMBIE #4
I'll take the severed head and 
bucket of blood, please.

ZOMBIE #5
You promised you would cut down!

ZOMBIE #4
OK OK. Just a glass of blood, 
please.

ZOMBIE WAITER
Excellent.. and for you maam?

ZOMBIE #5
Oh, I'll just have some Fingers. 
I'm not very hungry.

Waiter leaves

ZOMBIE #4
You never eat when we go out!
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ZOMBIE #5
I'm sorry dear, but since those 
humans have invaded, I just..

HUMAN #2
Excuse me, waiter? Waiter?

Waiter walks over to humans seated

HUMAN #2 
Is there a problem, sir? We've been 
sitting here for about 15 minutes 
waiting for you to take our order..

 
TO BE CONTINUED


